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Abstract
We often hear that, "Blasting was an art, but now blasting is now a science". 'Scientific' blasting
implies that we have quantified and reproducible measurements of the feedstock and product of
the blasting process. However, the industry's reluctance to adopt two key technologies, drill
monitoring and optical size analyzers, sheds doubt on the claims of scientific blasting.
Blasting is but an early step in a manufacturing process. Consider an automotive plant that didn't
monitor tolerances of incoming parts or outgoing vehicles. It is unimaginable. Yet, this is the
rule rather than the exception in our industry.
Past problems in comprehending these technologies has resulted from the lack of an integrated
approach to comprehending pre-blast, blast and post-blast data. This paper will review
published correlation efforts for both drill monitoring and optical sizing. It will also use new data
to investigate the relationships.
The closest measures that form ‘bookends’ to the blasting process are drill monitoring and optical
size analyzers. Previously published work by: Thompson, Yin, Vynne and others; have relied on
assorted known parameters against which drill monitoring data was compared. This paper follows
a technique devised by Dance in which relies on simple measures of resulting size profiles.
Rather than to use interpolated or modeled estimates to fill in size fractions that lie below the
resolution of the lens used in optical sizing; Dance simply tracked 3 three key size fractions that
lay within the resolvable range of the lens.
Simple measures that involve little adjustment, are not, themselves subject to calibration errors.
Measures of drill core properties have been difficult to correlate to drill monitoring. Clearly, drill
monitoring and optical have not been brought into the mainstream of drill and blast technology.
Although, a rational database for blast optimization must include additional information; optical
sizing and drill monitoring should form the centerpiece.

Introduction
In 1996, I presented a discussion of rockmass characterization factors in a paper named,
Geologic Data for Blasting”. In the intervening seven years, progress has occurred in preblast rockmass characterization. The installed base of drill monitors and of on-line,
optical size analyzers has swelled. Rapid improvements in hardware and enhanced
software have made both technologies affordable and reliable. Unfortunately, staffing
levels have been decreasing; leaving departments shorthanded in their efforts to really
utilize the data from
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Researchers have attempted to ‘calibrate’ drill monitoring data to geologic horizons. In
coal, this has been a successful endeavor. In metal mines, however, identification of
horizons is not sufficient.
Researchers need to broaden their view of the fragmentation process.
The key parameters are drill monitoring and optical image analysis efforts should focus
on finding clues in the drilling data that foretell fragmentation.

The importance of a sound evaluation system cannot be overstated. It is unfortunate that
mines have not recognized the value of creating a reliable scorecard for blast
performance. The payback for blast optimization has been documented to be in the order
of tens of millions of dollars. In taconite operations, D&B operations account for about
13% of concentrate cost. (Pastika, 1995) The investment to improve D&B is gauged by
that cost. Meanwhile, the cost to crush and grind in taconite represents 58% of
concentrate cost. Those areas benefit from the attention (& budgeting) they receive, as a
result. Until upper management
recognizes the dramatic effects of
blasting on subsequent milling –
the development of a
comprehensive blast evaluation
system will languish.
Yin's (2000) work has focused on
reducing the voluminous data
generated from drill monitoring at
the Minntac Mine. The good news
is that those downstream measuring
technologies are, not only
developed, but are in place at many
mines today. GPS-capable mines
tag coordinates to shovel and crusher productivity and crusher power. Those using online optical size analyzers, such as the Wipfrag system, have size distribution tied back to
shovel locations.
The volume of data generated in these downstream operations is large. As a result, the
typically small staffs at operating mines are overwhelmed by data. The simplification that
Dance (2000) reported at Highland Valley Copper makes interpretation a manageable
task.
It is appropriate to reflect on the purpose of each step in the fragmentation/comminution
process. Drilling is done to place blasting agents. Creating drillholes should not be
viewed as an obstacle to mining, but rather an opportunity to measure the geomechanical
rock properties in advance of downstream operations. Blasting is done to facilitate
loading crushing and grinding. Since crushing and grinding is such a large cost area, that
data must be part of the drill monitoring calibration.
Current efforts at interpreting drill monitoring have outrun the ability to measure blast
outcomes. Subtle changes in lithology, field controls, blast orientation to key geologic
features and explosive and accessory performance; result in widely varying fragmentation
results. Until actual data on blast performance are available, drill monitoring benefits will
be limited.
Blasting continues to be viewed as a necessary evil by many upper-level mine managers
(Peterson, 2001). This view, however, is held at a considerable expense to mine and mill

costs. Blasting has the primary objective of freeing mineral material from the solid earth.
Secondary objectives, in metal mines, are to create small fragments to ease handling and
crushing costs and to weaken those fragments to reduce milling costs.
This paper will focus on two technologies that the author identifies as critical
measurements necessary for optimizing the secondary objectives of blasting. Drill
monitoring and optical image analysis afford the opportunity to characterize the pre-blast
environment and to measure the resulting size of blasted fragments. The third parameter,
rock strength, can be determined by monitoring crusher and mill energy requirements.
Previous Work
Dance, 2001
Adrian Dance has published a description of the use of an image analyzer at Highland
Valley Copper.
Ingeniously sidestepping
the question of ‘invisible
fine’, he simply uses
simplified descriptors;
‘fine medium and course’
fractions. Since modeling
the invisible fines is a
somewhat arbitrary
exercise, only actually
visible fractions are used
in the control scheme.
This is a good method
which is ‘results
oriented’. If we take that
approach to
characterizing pre and post blast environments, we can quickly get usable data for
process optimization.
Yin, 2000
Yin has used data from
Thunderbird-Pacific
equipment at the Minntac
Mine to develop
relationships to interpret
raw monitoring data. She
concludes "Monitoring
has great potential to
facilitate drill and
fragmentation
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optimization through better control and design. Such integration will require expanding
and improving the current database and information systems." She has developed two
factors and named them: Operating Factor (Factor 1) and Rock Property Factor (Factor
2).
Specific energy has been identified as a useful parameter available from drill monitoring.
But, if you give specific energy data to a blast designer; he will not be able to translate
that data into real information or knowledge. Yin noted that specific energy data tends to
have an excessive amount of noise.
Hendricks, 1992
Using the Aquila™ monitoring system, excellent results in defining geologic horizons
have been achieved. Successful discrimination between coal and mudstone is described.
He reports that mines have achieved payback in less than one year. He describes a factor
called the blastibility index (BI) which characterizes the overall competency of the rock
mass. It is interesting that he notes, “most mines over-design their blasts to ensure that
hard toe, tight muck and oversize is minimized”. BI is also used to estimate ore hardness
and grindability. Yet, recent research indicates that under-blasting for milling purposes
remains common.
Vynne ,1999
Vynne describes the use of the StrataLogger™ monitoring system at QCM, Minntac and
Bingham Canyon. Key reports and hardware architecture are detailed. His focus is on, “1)
the movement of the data and 2) software to improve access to the raw data.’ He notes
that “The mine must make the financial, time and staff commitment following the
purchase of the systems to insure that utilization of the data occurs.”
Thompson, 1999
Thompson has: compared drill monitoring parameters to geologic horizon, evaluated bit
performance and mapped 'hard' and 'soft' zones for the purpose of adjusting powder
factor. Specific energy is a key variable at Minntac. Specific energy is calculated:
SE = (2PI NT)/[R/60PI (0.5D)2] + W/[PI(0.5D2]
Where:

SE = Specific Energy (ft-lb/in2-ft)
N = RPM
R = Drilling rate of penetration or D-ROP (ft/hr)
T = Torque (ft-lb)
W = Bit Load (lb)
D = Diameter (inches)

While Thompson has been cited as the leader in using drill monitoring data, he notes that
Minntac, “ha(s) just begun to scratch the surface”.

Mill engineers are interested in blasting
At a recent milling conference, it was made abundantly evident that a great deal of
ferment is underway in the SAG mill design. Lifter design lifter angle, mill speed mill
load, feed size, grate size, ball size and ball charge weights are being varied.
The following are several of the titles and authors of blast-related papers given at the
SAG2001 conference held in
Vancouver:
• Optimisation
of the Cadia
Hill Sag Mill
Circuit (Hart)
• Optimization
of the
Alumbrera
Sag Mills
(Sherman)
• SAG Milling
at the
Fimiston
Plant (Karageorgos)
• Optimized Iron Ore Blast Designs for SAG/AG Mills (Eloranta)
• The Impact of Feed Size Analysis on the Autogenous Grinding Mill
(Bouajila)
• Maximizing Sag Mill Throughput at Porgera Gold Mine by Optimizing
Blast Fragmentation (Lam)
Collaboration between drilling and milling people is clearly required. Tapping the current
interest in the interactions and effects on their mills can give drill monitoring
interpretation a real boost. The following parameters should be compared to the output of
drill monitoring:
• Crusher speed
• Crusher amps
• Mill throughput
• Mill power draw
Penetration Rate and bed
thickness
Penetration rates may not be a
useful predictor of mill
performance in laminated

formations. Where bed thickness is ideal, penetration rates will benefit. Layers that are
thick enough to produce large chips while still thin enough to break with the available
downpressure make for high penetration rates. Sufficient air volume is, of course,
necessary to eject the pieces. This would suggest that a bed thickness slightly below the
size of the annular space (between drill pipe and borehole walls) would result in less
surface area being created in the drilling process.
Grinding v Drilling
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GPS provides the spatial accounting, starting with drill hole coordinates and ending with
trucks dumping in the primary crusher. Bins and stockpiles which are a part of every
flowsheet, usually result in a loss of identity of material at this point. Material can still be
tracked after commingling by looking at longer time frames. Depending on typical
stock/destock cycles; time frames may go to shift, day week or even monthly averages.
The technology for creating data on the pre and post blast environments is sufficiently
mature. Where work remains, is in transforming data into information and then turning
that subsequent information into knowledge. Every provider of these technologies will
attest to the same phenomena. The customer buys the device and expects that the data
will directly lead them to improved outcomes. In every case, someone must decide how
to react to changes in the output parameters of the device.

Conclusions
1) Efforts to correlate drill monitoring to geologic horizons, compressive strength or
specific energy do not offer the payback of correlations to downstream
parameters.
2) Image analysis and drill monitoring are maturing technologies that are critical to
fragmentation optimization.
3) It is now up to the mine operators to develop control algorithms to make use of
drilling and sizing data.
4) Simple, results oriented control schemes, similar to the Dance’s model, provide a
good example.
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